
FAEO PRESIDENT’S REPORT 1st QUARTER 27 MARCH 2019 

 
FAEO  – President’s Report 

 

Eng. Martin Manuhwa, FZwiE. 

FEDERATION OF AFRICAN ENGINEERING ORGANISATIONS (FAEO) 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

Date: March 27, 2019: Venue: Volta Hotel, Akosombo, Ghana 

A: Introduction  
 
This activity report by the President of FAEO covers the period from last FAEO meeting to 
the 27th of March 2019. The projected events for the rest of the year and the President’s 
vision of FAEO will also be outlined. The report also introduces new committees and 
policies to be incorporated into the new Rules of Procedure (RoP) and proposed 
amendments to our constitution (to be ratified and adopted during the next General 
Assembly (GA)) but may be implemented by an Executive Council resolution until such 
ratification at the GA. These measures are to rebrand FAEO into a world class Federation. 
Most of the proposals are already standard operating procedures (SOPs) at WFEO, all we 
seek to do is to benchmark and charter a new path for the survival of FAEO – (The FAEO 
that we want!). A new financial model with new membership categories and the budgetary 
implications (new budget) will also be introduced.  
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B:  Major activities & events attended 

1. Infrastructure Scorecard WFEO Board Working 
Group:  
FAEO, has instituted the Infrastructure Scorecard 

Project which will be part of the Infrastructure 

Scorecard WFEO Board Working Group (WG). 

WFEO proposed that the WG be chaired by Dr. 

Martin van Veleen - a past president of FAEO. We 

concurred. A letter from the WFEO President Dr. 

Marlene Kanga confirmed that FAEO will lead an  

Infrastructure Report Card (IRC) WG. Its aim is to 

identify the status of national infrastructure. This will 

be useful for policy makers and built environment 

practitioners to meet the SDG targets and the 

development Agenda for Africa. 

 

2. Head Office Staff orientation and visit to Nigeria: The president visited the NSE and 

FAEO HQ for familiarisation visit from the 14th to 19th of January 2019. During this time 

we paid courtesy calls to our hosts, the NSE and I thank the NSE President Adekunle 

Mokuolu past President Engr. Mustafa Shehu and the Executive Director Bernard 

Ordams and staff for being wonderful hosts.  

 

During this whirlwind visit, we also managed to hold a RAENG FAEO Project Steering 

Committee meeting, where we were joined by REDR teams and other Steercom 

members via video conferencing facilities. The visit was instrumental in the handover 

takeover process and saw us get an insight into the current systems FAEO uses. 
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The staff of FAEO, NSE and FAEO President as well as the Past President took time to 

pause for pictures. 

3. The FAEO President attended the 1st SADC High-level Regional Conference of Vice 
Chancellors and Deans of Education, Science, Engineering & Technology: 20-21 Feb 

2019 Victoria Falls, Elephant Hills, Zimbabwe and presented a paper on the Paradigm shift 

in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) STI policies for achieving Africa’s development 

agenda 2063. 

 

4. The FAEO President’s visit to China in November 2018’s major highlights were 

presentations of lectures at Tsinghua University (one of China’s top Universities) and China 

University of Agriculture. The lectures were on the Energy Scene in Africa. The role of 

renewables and technologies especially energy internet, storage implications and the 

Industrial 4.0 Revolution.  

 

The highlight of the visit was attending and presenting at “The International Forum on 

Engineering Capacity”. My paper was on Redressing Africa’s Capacity Gaps in Engineering 

Education for Sustainable Development and achieving the SDGs. I articulated the Federation 

of Engineering Organizations (FAEO)’s vision in enriching engineering education in Africa. 

The  Capacity is an important platform for  Engineering   on   Forum   International

   oriented-cooperation   a   and   engineering,   global promoting mutual communication of
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   capacity   engineering   innovation   of   recognition   mutual for   mechanism   dialogue

The takeaway from this meeting is that we need    certification.   education engineering   and

ike understanding between FAEO and all international bodies ldraft  memoranda of to 

with like  operation-coour FEIAP, IEA, FEANI, CAST and similar organisations to improve 

.minded organisations  

  

The CHINA trip was an eye opener of how FAEO should broaden its network. 

5. FAEO-WFEO  diplomatic mission to Paris 26 January- 02 February 2019 to lobby for the 

International Day for Engineering for Sustainable development and to meet Francophone 

Ambassadors to motivate or call for encouragement for their associations to join FAEO. 

 

a. Briefed the Ambassadors to UNESCO during the Information Meeting with 
UNESCO Permanent Delegations on the 28th of January 2019. Capacity 
Building for Basic Sciences and Engineering was discussed. 
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b. Attended the Launch of the International Year of the Periodic Table of 
Chemical Elements, on Tuesday 29 January 2019 at UNESCO Headquarters 
(Paris). 

c. FAEO Lobbied for World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development to be 
declared on 4 March of every year to the UNESCO Africa delegation and all 
the other ambassadors. 

d. We met the delegations to Nigeria, Gambia and Zimbabwe separately, for 
more focused support for our objectives as FAEO. 

e. We also had various meetings with key stakeholders including UNESCO. 
 

 

The WFEO Ex. Board led by WFEO President Marlene Kanga, WFEO President Elect Prof. Gong 
Ke, and UNESCO Director for Science  and capacity building, Dr. Peggy Oti-Boateng 
accompanied the FAEO delegation comprising of the FAEO President, Engr. Shehu, Engr. Valerie 
Agberagba, Eng. Papias Kazawadi Dedeki. The team that won the hearts of UNESCO Delegations, 
China and Zimbabwe delegations proposed the FAEO and WFEO motions for the World 
Engineering for sustainable development day to be put on the UNESCO Council meeting agenda. 
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6. The FAEO President visited the Africa UNION’s Dr. Ahmed Hamdy, Executive Director, 
Science Technology and Research Commission, African Union Commission, to discuss 
strategies of implementing the FAEO AU Agreement on the 16th of January 2019. A plan was 
mapped. We pledged to implement the agreement immediately starting with law hanging fruits 
identified in our agreement framework. 

 
The FAEO President bids farewell to Dr. Ahmed Hamdy, while Engr. Shehu looks on. 

 

7. The FAEOPresident was invited by SAFEO for their Executive Committee meeting in Eswatini 
(formerly Swaziland) on the 7th of March, 2019. This was a membership drive meeting as 
Eswatini is not yet a member of FAEO. 
 

 

“Quote” 
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C:  New Membership Categories 

The President recommends a review of the current FAEO member categories to rationalize these. 

The proposal is for five categories of members. This will facilitate the setting of membership fees 

and will encourage membership growth and financial wellbeing as well as visibility of FAEO.  

 

The proposed categories of membership of FAEO are presented as:  

a. National members with voting rights (no change) 

b. Regional members with voting rights (no change)  

c. International members with voting rights (new category)  

d. Affiliated Members with voting rights, that are professional engineering organization or 

organizations existing in a specified geographical area, considered the most representative of 

technically competent engineers according to the standards of that special geographical area.  

e. Associates that have no voting rights and may be for profit or not for profit organisations 

comprising corporate entities, university, technical organisations societies or associations in 

countries where there is already a national member, research organisations and similar 

organisations involved in engineering.  

f. Distinguished Fellows: who are individuals, who have made a significant contribution to 

engineering. This category has no voting rights. An annual membership fee is payable and is a 

source of future revenues.  

 

The FAEO Constitution is to be modified accordingly, the draft changes are in the amended 

constitution (Attached as Draft Amended FAEO Constitution – Attachment A). 

 

The New FAEO Rules of Procedures (Attachment B) include the membership application 

procedures for Distinguished Fellow in Annex G. The Rules of Procedures will also include a 

membership committee as an additional Board Committee to handle all membership applications.  
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D:  Proposed revised fees  

The following fee structure is proposed:  

1. National and Affiliated Members:  

a. The membership fees for national and affiliated members with UNESCO ratings greater 

than 0.006 remains unchanged for 2018 and 2019 at USD1000.00.  

b. The membership fees for national and affiliated members with UNESCO ratings at 0.006 or 

less, will be reduced to $700 for 2018 and 2019.  

2. The International member fee will be $2500 for 2018 and 2019 for all international members.  

3. The Fees for Associates will be:  

a. Corporate for Profit Organisations: $4000  

b. Associations, educational, research or technical Institutions: $1500  

c. Not-for-profit organisation: $1000  

4. The Distinguished Fellow fees are:  

a.  Distinguished Fellows from countries with UNESCO category rating at 0.006 or less: $200 

per year, Lifetime Distinguished Fellows: $2000 (once-off payment)  

b.  Distinguished Fellows from countries with UNESCO category rating greater than 0.006: 

$400 per year, Lifetime Distinguished Fellows: $4000 (once-off payment)  

E: Future Plans 

FAEO is going to carry out the following activities this year:  

• Appoint Care Taker Hosts for NAFEO (Egypt has accepted this responsibility) 

• Appoint Care Taker Hosts for CAFEO (WIP) 

• Governance Workshop in Rwanda 27 April – 5 May 2019: With the aid of the 
Consultant REDR and RAENG UK, we will retreat for a governance workshop to 
review all our governing documents. 

• Produce a Strategic Planning Document before the end of the year. 
• Create Board Working Groups on: 
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o Strategic Planning 
o Marketing and Resource Mobilisation 
o Governing Documents 

• Announce the FAEO President Advisory Group (At this meeting) 
• Attend the following events: 

o WECF2019 – Slovenia 8-16 April 2019: FAEO President to give a keynote 
address. 

o WEC2019 –  in Melbourne Australia, 18 -24 November 2019: Several papers 
from FAEO: Africa to agree on WFEO Candidates, no FAEO candidate 
should contest against each other. 

o AEW & Conference – Zambia: Sept 15-21 Week: Report from winning 
Bidders. 

o FAEO -Second Quarter Meeting - Tunisia 

F: Recommendation:  

The Executive Council is requested to approve:  
a. The revised member fees for national and affiliated members.  

b. The review of member categories including the additional categories of Associates, 

International Member, and  Distinguished Fellows.  

c. Amendments to the Constitution and Adoption of the new FAEO Rules of Procedure as 

attached for the changes to member categories.  

d. Adopt the report. 

If you want to go FAST, Go Alone, If you want to go 
FAR, LETS Go Together! 


